
N 1984, RAJNEESH RELIGIOUS SECT
members in The Dalles, Ore., produced

salmonella bacteria and let it loose in
area restaurants, hoping to affect the
outcome of a local election-715 peo-

ple in this town of approximately
11,000 were sickened, however, no fatali-
ties were reported.

Several members of a Minnesota domestic
extremist group, the Patriot’s Council, manufac-
tured the biological agent ricin from castor
beans and planned to use it on federal law
enforcement officers in 1991. Although
the attempt was unsuccessful, if deliv-
ered effectively, the amount of ricin
produced by the terrorists
could’ve killed more than 100
individuals.

In December 1995, an
Internal Revenue Service
employee discovered a
30-gallon plastic drum
loaded with 100
pounds of ammoni-
um nitrate and fuel

oil behind a vehicle in the parking lot of the
Reno, Nev., IRS building. Ten days later, two
men were charged in U.S. District Court with
planting the bomb at the facility during the
evening when the building was empty. A
three-foot fuse had apparently been ignited bur
went out prior to reaching the explosive.

Is it conceivable that small groups of
well-trained and highly motivated people could
kill or disable hundreds, while dis-
rupting the daily life of large,

cosmopolitan cities? Is it possible that any city,
county or state government is vulnerable to an
extremist attack? These questions have already
been answered, ail too graphically, by New
York’s World Trade Center bombing and the
ferocious attack on Oklahoma City’s Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Budding.

Equally chilling,

Although you hope your entity won’t be the target of a

terrorist attack, spend the time to identify your risk and apply

proactive safety and loss control measures-just in case.



worldwide there have been more than 10,000
bombings, 7,000 hijackings, 3,500 assassina-
tions, 1,000 kidnappings and an excess of $200
billion in property damage since 1964-the date
when the first organized and reasonably com-
prehensive tracking system began. Since 1980,
deaths from terrorist acts have exceeded 15,000
and injuries have exceeded 40,000. And for
those who think terrorism can’t happen in “my
city, my county, my state,” 211 separate terror-
ist attacks occurred within the United States
between 1981 and 1988 alone.

You, as a risk management professional, are
in an ideal position to, influence your own
organizations preparation for dealing proac-
tively with an act of extreme violence and de-
struction. What follows can assist your devel-
opment of a systematic approach to identifying
potential losses; from an attack through the use
of threat and vulnerability analysis and apply-
ing physical. security and loss control meas-
ures. It should also help you identify the com-
ponents necessary to develop and implement a
comprehensive response plan. However, the fol-
lowing are only suggestions for positioning for
a pre-emptive terrorist strike; consult a profes-

sional if you have ques-
tions.

Understand the Threat
A terrorist act is willful, calculated and delib-
erate. And, it typically targets innocent victims.
Currently, the FBI uses a state-of-the-art,
on-line computer database, known as the
Terrorist Information System, to track more
than 200,000 individuals and 3,000 organi-
zations that are on the FBI’s “watch list.” Each
year, the FBI, which has the responsibility for
domestic intelligence collection and response to
terrorist attacks, conducts approximately 24
investigations into terrorist threats in the United
States.

Terrorist organizations can typically be
divided into two principal categories. One
includes international groups, such as sepa-
ratists, religious fundamentalists, Western
Europeans and isolationists; their causes and
motivations vary widely. The other
category includes domestic organ-
izations that carry out attacks
within the United States. These
include white supremacists, Aryan
groups, animal rights activists and
right-wing militias.

Tactics used by terrorist
groups vary greatly from kid-
nappings and assassinations to
hijackings, armed assaults and
hostage-takings. Since the early

1980s, the tactic favored by most terrorist
groups has been bombings. In fact, for the past
10 to 12 years, bombings have accounted for
approximately 80 percent of all terrorist inci-
dents. The reason for this is simple: explosive
devices are uncomplicated and inexpensive to
make, are transportable and allow terrorists the
luxury of remaining a considerable distance
away when the act is committed.

Know the Terrorist Bombs
Homemade explosive devices used by terrorist
organizations are classified as improvised
explosive devices and span from a simple pipe
bomb to a more sophisticated apparatus. A
basic explosive device consists of a primary
explosive, a booster explosive or detonator and
a firing circuit. The firing circuit, or initiation

device, is where the sophistication
of the device becomes apparent.
For example, a cutting-edge
device may have a number of
anti-tamper switches built into it.
These can include mercury or
trembler switches that detect
movement, photoelectric cells
that detect light and mi-
cro-switches that sense the open-
ing or closing of a lid. However, a
simple explosive device can be
placed in a letter or package.

Larger and more complex ter-
rorist organizations most often
deploy cat and truck bombs.
Again, these bombs arc relatively
easy to build, are mobile and can

cause tremendous
damage. While

law enforce-
ment and mil-

itary securi-
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ty specialists are continu-
ally developing new tac-
tics and strategies to
counter terrorist bomb-
ings, the terrorist organi-
zations themselves learn
from their successes and
failures and refine their
tactics. Take the Basque
Separatists of Spain and
the Provisional Irish
Republican Army, for ex-
ample. More terrorist
bombings occur in Spain
and England each year
than in all other countries
combined. As a result, the
security specialists of
Spain and England have
significant experience
dealing with new explo-
sive devices and develop-
ing tactics to respond.

The first notable use
of mobile robot disrupters;
and defusers; was pio-
neered in Spain and
England. This robot is
remote-controlled and can
be used to evaluate, and in
some cases render safe, an
explosive device while
bomb disposal technicians
remain at a safe distance.
In response, terrorist
organizations began put-
ting their deadly devices
into vehicles, since, at the
time, the robots couldn’t
open vehicle doors. Then,
when technology was
developed for robots to
open vehicles and remove
the explosive devices, ter-
rorist groups placed heavy bags of concrete on
top of the devices since the robots aren’t
designed to lift heavy objects.

Think Like the Opposition
The initial step in developing a response plan is
to identify likely targets (See “Likely Targets.”)
However, don’t underestimate the possibility
that a target may be civilian-the corporate head-
quarters of an international company, for
instance.

As part of this planning exercise, it’s help-
ful to think like a terrorist. Ask yourself: What
could l do, with unlimited access to money,
equipment, weapons and information, and if l
had no rules or laws to follow? Then create a
list of potential targets by category.

Next, determine the realistic prospect for

each location to be a target
by asking: What would be
achieved by the destruc-
tion or attack of this struc-
ture? Consideration
should extend beyond
monetary loss. For exam-
ple, an elaborate system of
special devices is in place
to protect the U.S.
Constitution on display at
the National Archives in
Washington, D.C.,
because this is an attrac-
tive target-not for the
monetary value, but for
the symbolic value.
Remember, think like the
opposition.

Thirdly, determine the
target’s vulnerabil-
ity-typically defined as the
degree to which the loca-
tion is open to attack.
Locations in the public
sector ate vulnerable to
attack more so than in the
private sector because
your facilities ate gener-
ally unrestricted and pro-
vide easy access to all.

The final step in your
planning analysis is to
ascertain the impact on
operations should the tar-
gets be attacked or dam-
aged and to prioritize the
target list by importance.
If a water treatment facil-
ity is compromised, for
instance, what ate the
repercussions for a com-
munity’s water supply?

Create a Hard Target
No matter how large or small, any organization
can create the impression of being a “hard” tar-
get by installing adequate physical security
measures, such as the following:
• use of an I.D. badge system
• controlled parking
• package inspection and control system
• access control systems
• fencing
• lighting
• limited public entrances
• closed-circuit or dummy cameras and the
• use of guards

Given the opportunity to start with a new or
a remodeled building for such high risk facili-
ties as courthouses and federal buildings, you
might consider a defensive architecture blue-

print-installing or upgrading security measures.
Such measures include:
• reinforced crash barriers designed to look
like decorative planters
• concrete for all framing, including slabs
• seismic detailing at connection points
• two-way rebar reinforcing scheme for slab,
floors
• plastic mylar coatings to prevent flying glass
from a shattered window
• simple rectangular geometric designs to pre-
vent the shock wave from an explosion bounc-
ing back and causing greater damage

In addition, many new and emerging tech-
nologies in intrusion detection systems, camera
systems, architectural hardening and qualified
consultants who assist with this type of plan-
ning, arc also available.

Develop a Terrorist Response Plan
Although terrorist attacks can’t be predicted

with any degree of certainty, being prepared and
organized before the need to coordinate a
response is the duty of every risk management
professional. Following is an outline of a basic
“Terrorist Response Plan” that may be used to
supplement your own general emergency
response plan.

Outside Resources Available
• federal agencies (FBI, Federal Aviation
Administration, etc.)
• state agencies (state police, emergency man-
agement, department of transportation)
• local agencies (Red Cross, mutual aid agree-
ments)
Tactical Responses
• operations plan
• command post organization (concise chain of
command document published)
• evacuation procedures
• information and media relation
• legal issues and federal statutes against ter-
rorism
• investigative guidelines and statutory authori-
ty

Tactical Response Team Operations
• hostage teams and rules for negotiations 0
clearly defined use-of-force guidelines
• bomb procedures
• bomb search and response to bomb threats

Events
• facility and personnel protection
• identification of potential targets
• response plans: airport, maritime terrorist
attack, mass transit, nuclear, biological, chemi-
cal
• response plans: hostage situations, kidnap-
pings of key personnel, bombings, violent acts

Training

• Government buildings
• Law enforcement/military
• Courthouses
• Corporate offices
• Airports/airlines
• Dams
• Electrical generating stations
• Power transmission lines
• Nuclear power plants
• Schools/universities
• Computerized central control

facilites
• 250,000 miles of oil pipeline
• 280,000 miles of natural gas

pipline
• Railways
• Bridges
• Waterways/ports
• Chemical refineries
• Shopping centers

Where
Are We
Vulnerable?

Just About
Everywhere
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• basic terrorism overview
• management team.
• basic entry-level and in-service
on terrorism for public safety
employees
• emergency rescue teams and
SWAT units
• combined unit and joint exercises
• specialized for the general public

According to reports from vari-
ous federal agencies, violence and terrorism
will continue to characterize the last years of
this century and the early decades of the 21st
Century. The collapse of the Soviet Union and
the resultant scramble for its Cold War weapon-
ry, the universal availability of new and exotic
weapons and explosives and the global
communications revolution all add to the fright-
ening capabilities terrorists can easily develop.
There’s also the potential for increased use of
“cyber terror,” allowing terrorist groups to

manipulate, steal or destroy data
available through electronic
means. Although local govern-
ments aren’t necessarily at a
greater risk for cyber attacks, air
navigation and mass transit com-
puter systems may be attractive
targets to terrorists for the poten-
tial to cause large-scale destruc-
tion and chaos. Financial sys-

tems, such as the Wall Street Stock Exchange
and Federal Reserve Banking systems, may
also be attractive targets.

Lastly, the very real possibility of the ter-
rorist’s use of Weapons of Mass Destruction
looms on the near horizon. According to CIA,
FBI and U.S. State Department reports, the
future prospect for the use of WMD in the
United States is disturbingly strong and
involves: radiological dispersal devices, im-
provised nuclear devices, such biological
agents as Anthrax, such chemical agents as

nerve gas and the downing of commercial air-
liners by the use of portable, shoulder-fired,
anti-aircraft missiles like the American-made
Stinger. The planning of a coordinated response
to a terrorist attack using a WMD should. be
considered a part of every public entity’s emer-
gency response plan.

These advances on the part of terrorist
organizations call for an innovative approach to
dealing with the issues. just as security special-
ists must continue to adapt and evolve in
response to changing threats, so must risk man-
agement professionals as the 21st Century
approaches. Our principal focus should. be to
create a difficult target that will not be attractive
to a terrorist group by creating a well-developed
and comprehensive plan. And, though you may
not consider a terrorist strike in your city, coun-
ty or state possible, New York and Oklahoma
City very likely thought the same thing–until
the chaos began.

Our principal focus
should be to create a 

difficult target
that will not be

attractive to a terrorist
group by

creating a well
developed and

comprehensive plan.
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